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Abstract-- Android is a resourceful invention of technology that includes applications which helps the visually impaired and blind people in 

functioning. Speech Recognition constructs models for the grammatical structure and uses some kind of statistical model to improve 

prediction. Speech is uttered in an environment of sounds, a clock ticking, Computer humming, a radio playing somewhere in the corridor, 

another human speaking in the background etc. this is actually called Noise, i.e., unwanted information in the speech signal. Speech 

Recognition identifies and filters out these noises from the speech signal. Continuous Speech, Channel Variability, Speech Variability, 

Speaking Style, Speed of Speech, Ambiguity are to be considered while building the speech recognition. 

 

I. TECHNIQUE AND ALGORITHMS 

A. Speech Recognition Technique (SR)  

Speech recognition technique is the inter disciplinary sub 
field of computational linguistics that develops 
methodologies and technologies that enables the recognition 
and translation of spoken language into text by computers. 
SR is the ability of a machine or program to identify words 
and phrases in spoken language and convert them to a 
machine-readable format.  

B. Speech to Text Technology:  

Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition is a key 
technology that can be used to enable content-based 
information access in audio and video documents. Most of 
the linguistic information is encoded in the audio channel of 
audiovisual data, which one transcribed can be accessed 
using text-based tools. Vocapia research develops speech 
processing technologies such as core multilingual large 
vocabulary speech recognizers for automatic speech 
transcription, for audio indexing, and for speech-text 
alignment.  

C. Element Mapping:  

An element map is a image showing the spatial 
distribution of elements in a sample. Because it is acquired 
from a polished section, it is a 2D section through the 
unknown sample. Element maps are extremely useful for 
displaying element distributions in textural context, 
particularly for showing compositional. Element maps show 
the spatial distribution of element in sample. Maps of 
different elements 2 over the sample area can help to 
determine what phases are present.  

D. Segment Concatenation:  

In both speech synthesis and audio coding, there are 
circumstances where subsequent data segment have audibly 
different spectra at their adjoining boundaries. Signal 
processing can be used to smooth the existing waveform or 
create new data to bridge the gap between segments resulting 
from compression or coding errors.  

E. Signal Synthesis:  

It is a technique foe using digital data processing blocks 
as a mean to generate a frequency- and phase-tunable output 
signal referenced to a fixed-frequency precision clock source. 
Signal processing synthesis involves at least one of the 
branches of signal input/analysis or signal output/synthesis. 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM 

 

III. MODULES EXPLANATION 

A. Create Home Launch APP 

 In this module, a new Android Application for visually 
impaired people is created for ease to access the mobile or 
control our mobile through voice called Home Launch 
Android Application. Hold or collect all currently installed 
application in the mobile and listed out one by one. So blind 
people can access all installed application via voice with the 
help of Home Launch Application. In this module, setting 
page for above decrypted application is created, Blind people 
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can easily operate every options in setting page with the help 
of Text to speech and Speech to Text Technology-Such as: 
Change background, color, text size, text color, volume level, 
control speech rate of Text To Speech Engine.  

B. Create visually impaired people app: 

 In this Module, a new mobile application within Home 
launch Application, This Application hold 9 Main frequently 
using in daily life Activity icon (Small application). Call, 
Contact, Messaging, Music, Browser, Calculator, Mail, 
Calendar ,Camera 4.3 Phone Calls Activity: In this Module 
activity for blind people easy to maintain contacts, incoming 
and outgoing call info is created. In Phone Activity list all 
Contact Number with format of header, Phone No. So Blind 
will easily call By just single touch the Contact No from list 
,then starting to process Outgoing call. 

C. Create SMS, Mail Activity:  

In this Module, Sms and Mail Activity are created. In sms 
Activity list all Inbox message with format of header, body, 
message arrival date and time .So Blind will easily know 
message info just single touch the message from list ,then 
start to read header and body of the message. In mail Activity 
Blind people can operate all the options via voice (for Ex: 
Blind people can tell Mail --To address, Subject, Mail 
Content finally tell send).  

D. Music and Contact:  

In this module user can access the music and contact 
through text to speech. The blind person can access the music 
and contact by single tap on the application. When the person 
first touches the app he will get the voice output indicating 
which application he is accessing. If it’s music application he 
will get the notification as music then he can access the 
music by tapping the music application again. In similar way 
the user will get the notification in contact application he will 
be notified the details of person and contact number in voice. 
Then the application again to dial the person can be tapped.  

E. Calculator and Calendar: 

 In the calculator application the user first tap it to find 
whether the user is accessing calculator app. Then the user 
will tap it to find which operation is to be performed 
(addition, subtraction, multiplication etc). The user will also 
get the voice output of the numbers in which he is going to 
perform operation. In calendar the user will get the details of 
the current day and previous day, Month details, Days details 
and can also check the current time in similar fashion. 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT: 

In this project, new android application for visually 
people is created for easy to access the mobile or control 
mobile through voice is called Home Launch Android 
Application. In home launch Application the hold or collect 
all is currently installed. Where the application in mobile and 
listed out by one by one. So blind people can access all 
installed application via voice with the help of Home Launch 
Application. If the user sends the voice input it is 
characterized with the speech recognized algorithm in which 

speech signal construct a model for the grammatical structure 
and use some kind of statistical model to improve prediction. 
In this algorithm the continuous speech, channel variability, 
speaker variability, speaking style, speed of speech, 
ambiguity are identified and filters out these noise from the 
speech signal. These filtered speech signal are mapped 
through element mapping and used for various applications 
such as call, message, contacts, calculator, camera, music, 
etc. Now the speech is segmented in the speech segment 
database. The various kinds of inputs are analyzed using 
speech analysis Signal 4 processing can be used to smooth 
the existing waveform or create new data to bridge the gap 
between segments resulting from compression or coding 
errors using segment concatenation. Finally all the signals 
sent are synthesized using signal synthesis and delivered as 
speech. The same can be done using hand click event. 
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